Abstract-This paper describes a local and distributed expectation maximization algorithm for learning parameters of Gaussian mixture models (GMM) in large peer-to-peer (P2P) environments. The algorithm can be used for a variety of well-known data mining tasks in distributed environments such as clustering, anomaly detection, target tracking, and density estimation to name a few, necessary for many emerging P2P applications in bioinformatics, webmining and sensor networks. Centralizing all or some of the data to build global models is impractical in such P2P environments because of the large number of data sources, the asynchronous nature of the P2P networks, and dynamic nature of the data/network. The proposed algorithm takes a two-step approach. In the monitoring phase, the algorithm checks if the model 'quality' is acceptable by using an efficient local algorithm. This is then used as a feedback loop to sample data from the network and rebuild the GMM when it is outdated. We present thorough experimental results to verify our theoretical claims.
I. INTRODUCTION
Expectation Maximization (EM) is a powerful statistical and data mining tool which can be used for a variety of tasks such as clustering, estimating parameters from the data in the presence of hidden variables, anomaly detection, target tracking and more. In 1977, Dempster et al. [1] presented the seminal work on EM and its application for estimating the parameters of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The authors showed that given a sample of data, there is a two step process which can estimate certain unknown parameters of the data by judiciously choosing hidden variables. The classical EM algorithm is well-understood and produces satisfactory estimates of the parameters when the data is centralized.
However, there exist emerging technologies where the data is not located at a central location but rather distributed across a large network of nodes or machines connected by an underlying communication infrastructure. The next generation Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks such as Gnutella, BitTorrents, and the sensor networks offer some examples. A scalable and distributed EM algorithm developed for such networks can be deployed for a variety of tasks such as collaborative target tracking, clustering, density estimation, data compaction, and surveillance in wireless sensor networks [2] [3] .
To solve this problem, in this paper we develop an asynchronous P2P distributed (PeDEM) algorithm for monitoring and subsequent reactive updating of a GMM model. Our algorithm is provably correct i.e. given all the data, our algorithm will converge to the same result produced by a similar centralized algorithm. The algorithmic framework is local, in the sense that the computation and communication load at each node is independent of the size or the number of nodes of the network. This guarantees high scalability of the algorithm to possibly millions of nodes. The proposed methodology takes a two-step approach for building and maintaining GMM parameters in P2P networks. The first step is the monitoring phase in which, given an arbitrary estimate of the GMM parameters, our algorithm checks if they are valid with respect to the current data within userspecified thresholds. If not, this algorithm raises a flag, whereby we employ a convergecast-broadcast technique to rebuild the model parameters. This step is known as the computation phase. The specific contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) To the best of the authors' knowledge this is one of the first attempts on developing a completely asynchronous and local algorithm for monitoring the GMM parameters in P2P networks. (2) Besides this direct contribution, this paper shows how second order statistics can be directly monitored in a P2P network.
In the next section we present the work related to this research.
II. RELATED WORK
Work related to this research can be subdivided into two major areas -distributed EM algorithms and computation in large distributed systems. Distributed EM Algorithms: In standard EM algorithm, the task is to estimate some unknown parameters from the given data in the presence of some unobserved or hidden variables. Dempster et al. [1] proposed an iterative technique alternating between the E-step and M-step that solves this estimation problem. Most of the effort has been focused on efficiently computing the updates in the M-step (which are essentially averages) in a distributed fashion. Nowak [3] proposed a distributed EM (DEM) algorithm in which a ring topology is overlaid over the original network encompassing all the nodes and the updates are passed from one node to the next in sequence. Newscast EM [4] , proposed by Kowalczyk and Vlassis uses gossip-style distributed computation to compute the parameters of the M-step. Using deterministic averaging technique, Gu [2] proposed an EM algorithm for GMM which uses graph Laplacian for asymptotic convergence. Wolfe et al. [5] developed a fully distributed EM algorithm based on MapReduce and junction tree topology. Unlike these algorithms, the technique proposed in this paper is local and hence offers excellent scalability. Data Mining in Large Distributed (P2P) Systems: Several algorithms have been proposed for data mining in large P2P systems. Probabilistic algorithms such as the P2P kMeans algorithm by Bandyopadhyay et al. [6] , the newscast model by Kowalczyk et al. [7] , distributed inner product identification by Das et al. [8] compute the results within some error bounds. Deterministic algorithms produce exactly the same results compared to a centralized algorithm e.g. [9] and [10] . Local algorithms for P2P data mining include the majority voting and protocol developed by Wolff and Schuster [11] , outlier detection [12] , meta-classification [13] , decision trees [14] and the generic local algorithms [15] [16] .
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we present some background material necessary to understand our PeDEM algorithm that we have developed.
A. Expectation Maximization
EM [1] is an iterative optimization technique to estimate some unknown parameters Θ given some data U. It is also assumed that there are some hidden variables J. The EM algorithm iteratively alternates between two steps to maximize the posterior probability distribution of the parameters Θ given U: (1) E-Step: estimate the Expected value of J given Θ, U. (2) M-Step: re-estimate Θ to Maximize the likelihood of U, given the estimates of J found in the previous E-step.
For GMM, a multidimensional Gaussian mixture for a random vector − → x ∈ R d is defined as the weighted combination:
of k Gaussian densities where the s-th density is given by
and covariance matrix
is the prior probability that the s-th density generates a data point. Given n multi-dimensional samples X = { − → x 1 , . . . , − → x n }, the task is to estimate the set of parameters by maximizing the log-likelihood of the parameters given the data:
Using EM for GMM, the E-step and the M-step can be written as:
E-step (estimate the contribution of each point):
M-step (recompute the parameters):
where
denotes the pdf of a normal distribution with input − → x a , mean − → μ s and covariance C s . Note that the above computation needs to be carried out for all the k Gaussian components.
In the next few sections we shift our focus to distributed computation of these parameters and discuss some assumptions and necessary background material.
B. Notations and Assumptions
Let V = {P 1 , . . . , P p } be a set of peers connected via an underlying communication infrastructure. The set of P i 's neighbors, Γ i , is known to P i . Each peer communicates with its immediate neighbors (one hop neighbors) only. At time t, let G denote a collection of data tuples which have been generated from k Gaussian densities having unknown parameters and unknown mixing probabilities. The tuples are horizontally distributed over a large (undirected) network of machines (peers). The local data of peer
Here m i denotes the number of data tuples at P i and d denotes the dimensionality of the data. The global input
We assume that communication among neighboring peers is reliable and ordered. These assumptions can be imposed using heartbeat mechanisms or retransmissions proposed elsewhere [15] . Furthermore, it is assumed that data sent from P i to P j is never sent back to P i . One way of ensuring this is to assume that communication takes place over a communication tree -an assumption we make here.
C. Problem Formulation in P2P Scenario
When all the data is available at a central location, the update equations for the iterative EM algorithm are given by Equations 1-4. However, in the distributed setup, all the data is not available at a central location. Therefore, for any peer P i , the log-likelihood per data point and the update equations for the EM algorithm, can be written as:
M-step:
where the sum is taken over all peers' data. Note that computation in the E-step is entirely local to a peer. However, for the log-likelihood and the M-step, a peer needs information from all the nodes in the network in order to recompute the parameters. Our goal is to develop a framework under which each peer (1) checks if the current parameters of the GMM are up-to-date with respect to G, and (2) recomputes the models whenever deemed unfit. For a centralized EM with static data, convergence occurs when the difference of the log-likelihood in two subsequent iterations becomes a constant. However, for our distributed setup, since we are considering dynamic data, we relax this criteria and consider a solution to be admissible when it is within a user-defined threshold of its true value. For the monitoring problem, let Θ = { π s , − → μ s , C s , . . . }, denote the parameters that were calculated offline based on some past data, and disseminated to all the peers. The monitoring problem is to check (1) if L( Θ|G) < , or (2) if these parameters are valid with respect to the current data of all the peers. Below is a formal problem definition.
Problem Definition: Given a time varying dataset S i , user-defined thresholds , 1 , 2 , and 3 , and pre-computed estimates Θ, for each Gaussian distribution, the monitoring problem is to check if: -either L( Θ|G) < , or
where · F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. One needs to either threshold the log-likelihood of the data or monitor each parameter separately. We discuss the tradeoff of these situations later.
D. Monitoring Functions
As a building block of PeDEM, we use an efficient, provably correct, and local algorithm for monitoring functions of average vectors in R d , where the vectors are distributed in a P2P network.
Peers communicate with one another by sending sets of points in R d or statistics as defined later in this section. Let X i,j denote the last set of points sent by peer P i to P j . Assuming reliable messaging, once a message is delivered both P i and P j know X i,j and X j,i . There are three sets of vectors which are crucial to the monitoring algorithm.
be initialized using combinations of vectors defined on S i (instead of only S i ) as we will present in the next section. The agreement of P i with any of its neighbors
In the next section we present a theorem which shows how we can convert this monitoring problem into a geometric problem for an efficient solution. For this we need to split the domain into convex regions since the stopping condition we describe later (Theorem IV.1) relies on this. The following definition states the properties of these convex regions.
Definition III.1. A collection of non-overlapping regions
R F = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R , T } is a cover of region R d , invari- ant with respect to a function F : R d → O (where O is an arbitrary range), if (1) every R i ∈ R F (except T ) is convex, (2) F is invariant in R i i.e., ∀(x, y) ∈ R i , F(x) = F(y),
and (3) T denotes the area of the domain, not encompassed by i=1 R i , known as the tie region.

Finally, for any
The precise specification of the convex regions will depend on the definition of F. Since these sets can be arbitrarily large, below we define sufficient statistics on each set which are far more efficient to communicate. Set Statistics: For each set, define two statistics: (1) the average which is the average of all the points in the respective sets (e.g.
and (2) the weights of the sets denoted by ω(
, and ω(G). Each peer communicates these two statistics for each set. We can write the following expressions for the weights and the average vectors of each set:
Note that these computations are local to a peer. The general methodology for computing F(G) requires us to cover the domain of F using non-overlapping convex regions. In the next section we present a stopping condition for the peers to converge to the correct result.
IV. GLOBALLY CORRECT TERMINATION CRITERIA
The goal of the monitoring algorithm is to raise a flag whenever the estimates of the parameters are no longer valid with respect to G. The EM monitoring algorithm guarantees eventual correctness: once computation terminates, each peer computes the correct result compared to a centralized setting. The following theorem allows a peer to stop sending messages and achieve a correct termination state i.e. decide if F(G) > or < solely based on K i , A i,j , and W i,j .
Theorem IV.1. [Termination Criteria] Let P 1 , . . . , P n be a set of peers connected to each other via a spanning tree 
Proof: Consider a network G(V, E).
Let us select a leaf peer P i for which K i ∈ R and for every P j ∈ Γ i , A i,j ∈ R and either W i,j ∈ R or W i,j = ∅. Let us eliminate P i by sending all of its withheld knowledge W i,j to P j ∈ Γ i . Now, the new knowledge of P j becomes
Using a similar argument on the withheld knowledge of P j , we can show that it also belongs to R as a result of this unification. Continuing, we will be left with one peer P 1 whose K 1 ∈ R. Also under the said unification, K 1 = G since no data was lost. Thus, G ∈ R.
The above theorem allows a peer to stop the communication and output F(K i ) which will eventually become equal to F(G). A peer can avoid communication even if its local data changes or the network changes as long as the result of the theorem is satisfied. Indeed, if the result of the theorem holds for every peer, and all messages have been delivered, then Theorem IV.1 guarantees this is the correct solution. Otherwise, if there exists one peer P z for which the condition does not hold, then either of these two things will happen: (1) a message will eventually be received by P z or, (2) P z will send a message. In either of these two cases, K z will change thereby guaranteeing globally correct convergence.
V. MONITORING GMM PARAMETERS
We present the monitoring of the log-likelihood of the data and the three parameters given in Equations 7-9 in the next few sections. Note that in practice we need to monitor either the log-likelihood of the data or the GMM parameters.
A. Monitoring log-likelihood
Monitoring the average log likelihood of the global data is equivalent to checking if the following quantity is less :
is the log-likelihood of all the points available at peer P i . Thus each peer has a number in R, and the goal is to check if the average of those numbers is greater than . This can be done using the framework presented in Section III-D. Each peer checks if its knowledge is in [0, ) or ( , ∞). We discuss the details of how this is done in Section V. Therefore, for monitoring L( Θ|G), the following initializations need to be carried out:
In this case T = { }. Since monitoring π s is the same as L( Θ|G), we do not present it here due to shortage of space.
B. Monitoring μ s
Following a similar argument, monitoring − → μ s is equivalent to thresholding the following quantity:
where the error vector is the average of q i,s,a − − → x i,a − − → μ s across all the peers. However the average in this case is not taken with respect to the number of tuples in the dataset S i , but rather over all the q i,s,a 's. As a result, we set |S i | = mi a=1 q i,s,a . Moreover, for this problem in R 2 , the geometric interpretation to the monitoring problem is to check if the L2-norm of the vector difference between − → μ s − − → μ s lies inside a circle of radius 2 . Geometrically, the area in which Err( − → μ s ) < 2 , is inside the sphere and hence is already convex in R d . However, outside of the sphere is not convex. Hence random tangent lines are drawn on the surface of the sphere by choosing points u 1 , . . . , u r on the sphere (the same points across all peers). Each of these half-spaces is convex. To check if an arbitrary point − → z is inside the sphere, a peer simply checks if − → z < 2 . To check if it is outside, a peer selects the first point u i such that − → z · u i > 2 . The following denotes the initialization necessary for this instance of
In this case T denotes the area between the polygon formed by the half-spaces and the circle.
C. Monitoring C s
The last parameter that we need to monitor is the covariance matrix C s . A natural extension of the L2-norm in this case is the Frobenius norm. Let −→ y i,a = − − → x i,a − − → μ s . It can be shown that,
By taking the square root and re-substituting −→ y i,a , we get,
We need to check if
Since C s F is not a convex function, but C n s is, we monitor the latter one instead. Note that, C
Therefore, using C n s for thresholding is more conservative: in the worst case we will have more false alerts for building new models but no false dismissals.
Let
We have the following key result: 
D. Algorithm
Having discussed each of the monitoring problems, we are now in a position to present the algorithms for monitoring the parameters. Using log-likelihood, we need to instantiate only one monitoring problem. However, using the parameters themselves, we need to monitor the prior, mean, and covariance for each Gaussian s ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
In order to use Theorem IV.1 for developing a monitoring algorithm, the following steps must be followed: (1) specify the input to the algorithm (i.e. S i ), and (2) specify the cover i.e. R F . For each of the monitoring problems, these are already specified in the previous sections. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code for monitoring L( Θ|G). The other computations can be performed in a similar fashion.
Wi,j; end Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for monitoring L( Θ|G) for any peer P i .
For any peer P i , the input to the algorithm are , R F , S i , Γ i , L and Θ (we describe L later). The output of each monitoring instance is a flag which is set if the corresponding K i exceeds the threshold e.g. if M πs
In the initialization phase, it initializes its local statistics K i , A i,j and W i,j according to the equations in Section III-D. The algorithm is entirely event driven. Events can be one of the following: a change in local data S i , message received or a change in the set of neighbors Γ i . If one of these things happen, a peer checks if the conditions of Theorem IV.1 are satisfied. First peer P i finds the active region: the region R ∈ R F in which K i lies i.e. R = R F (K i ). If, R = T , i.e. the knowledge lies in the tie region, the condition of the theorem does not guarantee a solution and hence the only correct solution is flooding all of its data. On the contrary, if ∀ P j ∈ Γ i , both A i,j , W i,j ∈ R, P i does nothing and can rely on the result of the theorem for correctness. If A i,j / ∈ R or W i,j / ∈ R, the result of the theorem dictates P i to send a message to P j . Other than these two cases, a peer need not send any message even if its local data has changed.
Message sending is performed by the SendMsg method. When R = T , the peer has to flood whatever knowledge it has. Thus it sets X i,j and ω(X i,j ) equals to its knowledge minus what it had received from P j previously. It then sends this to P j . However, when R = T , a peer can refrain from sending all data. This technique of sending all the data has adverse effects on the communication in a dynamic data scenario. This is because if a peer communicates all of its data, and the data changes again later, the change is far more noisy than the original data. So we always set X i,j and ω(X i,j ) such that some data is retained while still maintaining the conditions of the theorem. We do this by checking with an exponentially decreasing set of values of ω(W i,j ) until either all K i , A i,j and W i,j ∈ R, or ω(W i,j )=0. If the latter happens, it means that a peer cannot have any withheld knowledge and it has to send all of its knowledge in order to satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Lastly, when P i receives a message (X and ω(X)) from P j , it sets X j,i ← X and ω(X j,i ) ← ω(X) and checks the conditions of Theorem IV.1 again.
To prevent message explosion, in our event-based system we employ a "leaky bucket" mechanism which ensures that no two messages are sent in a period shorter than a constant L. This technique is not new but has been used earlier [14] . Note that this mechanism does not enforce synchronization or affect correctness; at most it might delay convergence. We explore its effect thoroughly in our experiments. Next we discuss the correctness of PeDEM. Correctness and Complexity Analysis: For PeDEM, computation will continue for each node unless one of the following happens: (1) for every node, K i = G or, (2) for every P i and every neighbor P j , K i , A i,j ,and W i,j ∈ R. In the former case, obviously F(K i ) = F(G). In the latter case, Theorem IV.1 dictates that G ∈ R. Therefore, in either of the cases F(
Determining the communication complexity of local algorithms in dynamic environments is still an open research issue. Researches have proposed definitions of locality [15] [8] . For PeDEM, the worst case communication complexity is bounded by O(|V | 2 ) when G = . Since this does not happen often in practice, local algorithms exhibit good scalability (in most cases independent of |V |) as shown in our experiments.
In the next section we describe how we can use this monitoring algorithm in closed loop.
VI. COMPUTING NEW MODELS
The monitoring algorithm presented in the previous section generates an alert whenever F(K i ) goes outside . Once this happens, we need to build new models. Building global models in a distributed environment is communication intensive. Here we rely on the outcome of our correct and efficient local algorithm to generate a trigger dictating the need for re-building the model. Given enough time to converge, the correctness of our monitoring algorithm ensures that even simple techniques such as best-effort sampling from the network may be sufficient to produce good results. If the model is not satisfactory, the underlying monitoring algorithm would eventually indicate this and a new model building will be triggered.
The idea of model computation in the network is very simple. Peers engage in a convergecast-broadcast process. The monitoring algorithm raises a flag whenever the model is a misfit with respect to the global data. If this happens for any peer, it first waits for a specific amount of time which we call the alert mitigation time τ to see if the alert is indeed due to a data change or random noise. If the alert exists even after τ units of time, the peer checks if it has received data from all its neighbors except one. If yes, it generates a sample of user-defined size B from its own data and each of its children weighing each point inversely as the size of its subtree such that each point has an equal probability of being included in the sample. It then sends the sample to its parent and marks its state as convergecast. Whenever a peer receives data from all peers, it becomes the root of the convergecast tree and employs a centralized EM algorithm to build new model parameters. It then sends these models to itself and marks its state as broadcast. Whenever a peer P j gets new models from P i , it forwards those to all its neighbors in Γ j except P i . P j then moves from the convergecast to the broadcast phase. Because we do not impose the root of the tree, it may so happen that two peers get all the data simultaneously. We break the tie in such scenarios using the id of the nodes. For the same convergecast round, assuming i > j, if both P i and P j build new models, P i is allowed to propagate the models in the network. Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo code of PeDEM. As shown, there are three types of messages: M onitoring Msg, P attern Msg and Dataset Msg. The monitoring message is passed to the underlying monitoring algorithm. The pattern message is received as part of the broadcast round while the datasets are received when the peer engages in the convergecast round.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We demonstrate the performance of PeDEM on a synthetic data generator and a real-world dataset (see Section VII-C). Our implementation of the algorithm was done in Java using the DDMT 1 toolkit developed at UMBC. For the topology, we used the BRITE topology generator 2 . We experimented with the Barabasi Albert (BA) model since it generates edge delays (in millisec) simulating the internet. We convert the edge delays to simulator ticks for time measurement since wall time is meaningless when simulating thousands of peers on a single PC. For all our experiments the average edge delay is 1100 simulator ticks. On top of each network generated by BRITE, we overlay a communication tree.
For synthetic data experiments, the input data of a peer is a set of vectors in R d generated according to multidimensional GMM. More specifically, for a given experiment, we fix the prior probabilities, the means and the covariance matrices. Whenever a peer needs an additional data point, it first selects a Gaussian s with corresponding probability π s and then generates a Gaussian vector in R d with mean and covariance − → μ s , C s . The prior, means and the covariances are changed randomly at controlled intervals to create an epoch change.
The two quantities of measurement are the quality of the results and the cost. When the monitoring algorithm is used merely as a detector (open loop mode), quality refers to the percentage of the peers which correctly detect a change in the GMM model using (i) L( Θ|G), (ii) mean, and (iii) covariance monitoring. When PeDEM is used for rebuilding the model (closed loop), quality refers to the average loglikelihood over the entire experiment compared against a centralized execution. We plot both the mean and standard deviation for 10 independent trials (two columns for each measurement in Table I ). Due to the dynamic nature, the cost of our algorithm, referred to as normalized messages, denotes the number of messages exchanged per peer per unit of leaky bucket. For a broadcast-based algorithm, its normalized message is 2, assuming 2 neighbors per peer on average. We report both the stationary and overall messages. We also report, where appropriate, messages required for convergecast and broadcast of the model. Figure 1 and Table I demonstrate Table I DEPENDENCY OF QUALITY AND COST ON THE DIFFERENT ALGORITHM PARAMETERS.
A. Results: EM Monitoring
while keeping the others at their default values: |S i | = 100, = 8.0, 1 = 0.5, 2 = 0.5, 3 = 8.0, L=500, p = 500, d=3, k=2. We choose based on a sample of data offline. Figure 1 shows the data, quality and cost graph of a typical experiment. In all our experiments, we replace 10% of the data of each peer after every 1000 simulator ticks. On top of this, after every 5×10 5 ticks, we induce an epoch change by changing the distribution . For epochs 1, 3, 5,. .., each peer is given the same model parameters Θ from which the data is generated. For other epochs, we change the data generator without changing Θ given to each peer. Hence L( Θ|G) for these epochs are low while for the others it is quite high as shown in Figure 1 The first row of the table depicts the quality and cost of PeDEM as size of the local dataset is increased from 100 to 400. As shown, the quality improves as |S i | is increased for all the monitoring instances. Both the stationary and overall communication overhead of the algorithm decrease as |S i | increases. Next we demonstrate the variation of quality and cost as the different -s vary. The three values at each row correspond to , 2 and 3 respectively. As expected, the quality improves as is increased for all the monitoring instances. Both the stationary and overall cost also decreases steadily with increasing . The reason is that smaller translates to a more difficult problem, thereby increasing the cost and deteriorating the quality. The variation with the size of the leaky bucket is shown next. The quality of the algorithm approximately remains constant as L is varied, but both the stationary and overall messages decrease with increasing L.
The last three parameters correspond to the scalability results. As shown, quality remains almost constant as the number of peers is increased. Also both the overall and stationary messages converge to a constant, independent of the number of nodes. This is because in a local algorithm, the resource consumption becomes independent of the size of the network with no change in quality. This results in excellent scalability of the algorithm. However, as shown, quality decreases linearly and cost increases linearly as the number of dimension is increased. This is can be attributed to an increase in variance in each dimension due to the covariance matrix. 
B. Results: EM Models
In this section we demonstrate the results of PeDEM in closed loop mode. As shown in Figure 2 , whenever the distribution changes, L( Θ|G) exceeds (dotted line), thereby triggering model rebuilding. This reduces L( Θ|G) to less than and subsequently only the efficient monitoring algorithm operates. The monitoring cost increases after every epoch change and then decreases after new models are rebuilt.
We explore the effect of three parameters in this section: alert constant τ , and sample size of convergecast. Their default values are: τ = 2000 (twice the average edge delay), = 7.0 and sample size=5000. We compare PeDEM to a centralized EM algorithm having access to all the data. The results are shown in Table II in which we show (1) average and standard deviation of the quality (for both distributed and centralized scenarios), (2) same for both stationary and overall monitoring messages, and (3) finally the number of data rounds per epoch. From the table, we see that the average log-likelihood increases with increasing τ . This is because the model remains inaccurate for a longer time before it is rebuilt. For the centralized algorithm, its loglikelihood is independent of τ . For the cost, as expected, the number of convergecast rounds decrease as τ increases. The second set of results show that the average log-likelihood increases and cost decreases as is increased. Finally, increase in sample size improves quality and decreases cost due to more accurate models being built. Moreover, the loglikelihood of PeDEM and the centralized algorithm become closer as the sample size is increased. We can conclude that most of the error induced in PeDEM is as a result of the sample size and not due to the distributed computation.
Thus, in general PeDEM provides a moderate rate of false positives and an excellent rate of true positives. The models built are quite accurate with respect to centralization under moderately low communication overhead.
C. Application
Consider a sensor network deployed in a remote region of the forest to monitor changes in the forest cover over time. PeDEM can be efficiently used for this purpose by deploying it in the network. In the absence of real sensor network data, we have simulated the network in our simulator using the real-world forest cover dataset 3 . This dataset has 54 features -44 binary and the rest categorical. The last column is the class label which can take values between 1 to 7 each representing a different type of forest cover. In order to use the dataset for detecting changes in forest cover using PeDEM, we performed the following preprocessing tasks: (1) We have only used tuples having categories 1, 2, 3 and 7. (2) We have grouped them such that categories 1 and 3 belong to the same set and 2 and 7 belong to the other; each set corresponds to one epoch. Each epoch denotes one forest cover type. (3) We removed the class information and all the binary attributes, leaving us with 10 attributes. (4) The dataset for each epoch consists of 240000 tuples. Initially the dataset was divided into 200 peers with each peer having 600 points. At 100,000, 200,000 and 300,000 clock ticks we replaced 10% of the peers points every 1000 clock ticks. Thus the entire dataset of each peer was replaced after 110,000, 210,000 and 310,000 clock ticks. We have fitted a 10-dimensional GMM having two gaussian components since each epoch consists of data from two separate classes. Figure 3 shows the results. The left figure shows the variation in L( Θ|G) vs. time with the red line showing . Whenever data changes, we see re-computation of the model (to reduce the log-likelihood). The right figure shows the cumulative monitoring messages (blue) and data messages (red). As seen, monitoring messages remain constant when the data do not change. We also directly compared the GMM model computed by PeDEM and that computed centrally and found that the models were very close. This result shows that PeDEM may allow scientists to track changes in the forest cover without centralizing all the data.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a local, asynchronous, distributed, and provably correct algorithm for monitoring the GMM parameters in a large P2P network. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first EM algorithm specifically developed for such environments. The algorithm can seamlessly adapt to data and network changes. Besides direct contribution to monitoring GMM parameters, this paper also developed a technique for monitoring the covariance of the data. Our extensive experimental results support the theoretical claims.
